
OUTLEDGE
Ideology and Linguistic Theory
Noam Chomsky and the Deep Structure Debates
Geoffrey Huck, University of Toronto and
John Goldsmith, University of Chicago
This highly controversial and revisionist book argues that Chomsky's
triumph in interpretative semantics was because the opposing side, with
their programme for generative semantics, were unable to establish an
institutional base. Through detailed examination of the principle
theoretical arguments and drawing on extensive interviews with
Chomsky's former students, this is a major re-appraisal of the
Chomskyan paradigm.
May 1995:234x156:192pp
Hb: 0415-117356: £19.99

Stylistics
A Practical Coursebook
Laura Wright, University of Hertfordshire and
Jonathan Hope, Leeds University
Using a wide range of twentieth century literary prose, Laura Wright and Jonathan Hope
provide a genuinely 'interactive' introduction to the techniques of stylistic analysis. Stylistics
also introduces students to an enormous range of texts from James Joyce to Roddy Doyle,
making this a 'student-friendly' and invaluable tool for all beginning undergraduates and A-Level
students of language and literature.
June 1995: 246x174:152pp
Pb: 0415-113814: £9.99

Feminist Stylistics
Sara Mills, Loughborough University
This lively, accessible and provocative book is the first sustained
account of feminist stylistics. Mills explores such issues as sexism,
political correctness, reader positioning and meaning, opening up the
study of style to feminist enquiry.
June 1995: 246x174: 248pp
Hb: 0415-05027-8: £35.00
Pb: 04150502*6: £12.99

Verbal Hygiene
Deborah Cameron, University of Strathclyde
In this exciting book, Cameron explores popular attitudes towards language and examines the
practices by which people attempt to regulate its use. Dealing with issues such as movements
for and against 'politically-correct' language and the teaching of English in grammar schools,
the author argues that 'verbal hygiene' represents a symbolic attempt to impose order on
the social world.

Politics of Language
May 1995:234x156:278pp
Hb: 0415-10354-1: £37.50 Pb: 0415-10355-X: £1199

For further information or a FREE Linguistics catalogue, please contact
Liz Sproat, Routledge, 11 New Fetter Lane, London EC4P 4EE
Tel: 0171-842 2012 Fax: 0171-842 2306 e-mail: Isproat @ routledge. com.
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Discourse,
Consciousness,

and Time
The Flow and Displacement
of Conscious Experience in

Speaking and Writing
WALLACE CHAFE

"Magisterial in its attempt to ana-
lyze the relation between language
and consciousness, Chafe's book
presents a lifetime of work on the
interface between 'pragmatics' and
'structure,' observed data and theo-
retical generalization."—Elizabeth

Traugott, Stanford University
Paper $24.95/£19.96 392 pages illus.

Constructions
A Construction Grammar

Approach to Argument Structure
ADELE E. GOLDBERG

Drawing on work in linguistics,
language acquisition, and computer
science, Goldberg proposes that
grammatical constructions play a

central role in the relation between
the form and meaning of simple

sentences.
Paper $24.95/£19.95 280 pages Illus.

Cognitive Theory of Language
and Culture aeries

UK £ prices apply only to UK sales from IBD

UK orders to IBD:
voice 01442-882255, fax: 01442-882288,

email 36287S@mcimail.com

THE UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO PRESS

5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
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More pages

English Today
The International Review of the English Language

Editor: Tom McArthur, Cambridge

Celebrating a decade of publication in
1994, English Today provides a unique
forum for both foreign and native users of
English. It successfully combines academic
rigour with popular appeal, eclecticism
with depth.

Wide ranging
English Today covers all aspects of the
language, including its uses and abuses, its
international variations, its history, litera-
ture and linguistics, and its usages and
neologisms. Special articles and regular
features keep readers up to date with
current opinion and recent developments.
Vigorous debates continue on the nature
and teaching of the international standard
language, academic models of the language
and the influence of new communication
technologies on English.

Articles in English Today are...
• Up-to-date - coverage of the latest news,

views and events

• Accessible — written for both specialists
and non-specialists

• Authoritative - contributions by leading
scholars

Regular Features
• Angles of Vision - opinions and interviews

on aspects of and attitudes to the language

• Kaleidoscope-examples of and
comments on the language at large

• Crossword — ETs cosmopolitan cross-
word - with leading new publications as
prizes

• Lexicon - words and wordbooks from
all over the world

• Reviews & Displays - covering significant
new publications on English in particular
and language in general

• Post & Mail — a broad cross-section of
readers' correspondence is published in
each issue

• Comment — from the Editor

• News — short reports on current
happenings

A key title for...
• students of English as a first or second
language • writers • linguists • broadcasters
and journalists • publishers • everyone
interested in the uses and usages of the
English language

Subscription information
Volume 11 (ET 41 -44) in 1995 published In
January, April, July and October.
£49 for institutions; £24 for individuals; £19 for
members of TESOL, ACTFLand DSNA; £19 for
students and the retired; delivery by airmail £11
per year extra. ISSN 0266-0784.

For further information or a free sample
copy, please contact: Journals Marketing
Department, Cambridge University Press,
•FREEPOST, The Edinburgh Building,
Cambridge, CB2 IBR, UK.
Tel; 01223 325806 Fax: 01223 315052
Email: journals_marketing@cup.cam.ac.uk
' N o stamp necessary if posted within UK

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS
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NEW JOURNAL FROM CAMBRIDGE FOR 1995

Natural Language
Engineering
Editors
B. K. BOGURAEV
Apple Computer Inc.

ROBERTO GARIGLIANO (Executive Editor)
University of Durham

JOHNI.TAIT
University ofSunderland

Natural Language Engineering is a new international journal designed to meet
the needs of professionals and researchers working in all areas of computerised
language processing, whether from the perspective of theoretical or descriptive
linguistics, lexicology, computer science or engineering. Its principal aim is to
bridge the gap between traditional computational linguistics research and the
implementation of practical applications with potential real world use. As well as
publishing research articles on a broad range of topics - from text analysis,
machine translation and speech generation and synthesis to integrated systems
and multi-modal interfaces — the journal will carry an extensive selection of
reviews. It will help to forge the essential link between industry and the academic
community.

Volume 1 in 1995: March, June, September and December
£79 for institutions; £39 for individuals; £31 for individuals subscribing before
31/12/94; £63 for institutions subscribing before 31/12/94; delivery by airmail £15
extra. ISSN 1351-3249

For further information or a free sample copy (when available) contact: Journals
Marketing Department, Cambridge University Press, *FREEPOST, The
Edinburgh Building, Cambridge, CB2 IBR, UK.
Tel: 01223 325806 Fax: 01223 315052 Email: journals_marketing@cup.cam.ac.uk
'No postage stamp necessary if posted within UK

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS 52058
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Language Teaching
The International Abstracting Journal for Language Teachers

and Applied Linguists

Published in association with the Centre for
Information on Language Teaching and
Research (CILT) and the British Council

Editor: Valerie Kinsella, Bristol

This essential journal brings you a broad
selection of the most significant current
thought, covering both theoretical and
practical aspects of using, learning and
teaching languages. Language Teaching
publishes abstracts in English, of articles
selected by experts from some 400 journals
published throughout the world, which
enables teachers, writers and applied linguists
to keep abreast of current research including
the most important work on any aspect of
language and teaching

Language Teaching features...
• an emphasis on teaching methods and

materials

• special state-of-the-art survey article in
every issue covering a major area of
language teaching

• a rich cross-fertilization of ideas among
foreign language teachers, applied
linguists, methodologists and theorists

• information on effective methods of
language teaching and learning

• access in English to work published in
many languages

• progress reports on on-going research
projects in many countries

• an annual review of research in applied
linguistics relevant to language teaching

Recent state-of-the-art articles
R WEST, Needs analysis in language
teaching

PAULINE REA-DICKENS, Evaluationand
English language teaching

MARTIN CORTRAZZI, Narrative
analysis

BRIAN HILL, Self-managed learning

Subscription Information
Volume28,1995 published in January, April,
July and October: £56 for institutions; £27
for individuals; £24 for members of TESOL
and ACTFL; airmail £12 per year extra. ISSN
0261-4448.

l~Take a closer look - FREE!
• Please send me a free sample copy of

Language Teaching
• Please send me further information

Name

Address.

Send tot Journals Marketing Department, Cambridge
University Press, FREEPOST", The Edinburgh
Building, Cambridge, CB2 IBR, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1223 325806 Pax: .44 (0)1223 315052
('No postage stamp necessary if posted within UK)

In USA, Canada & Mexico send to: Cambridge
University Press, 40 West 20th Street. New York,
NY 10011-4211, USA

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

.J
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New from MIT

Grounded Phonology
DIANA ARCHANGELI AND DOUGLAS PULLEYBLANK
With a modular approach covering a variety of topics, Grounded
Phonology argues for a significant link between phonetics and phonology.
Its authors propose that phonological rules and representations are tightly
constrained by the interaction of formal conditions drawn from a limited
universal pool and substantive conditions of a phonetically motivated
nature. Current Studies in Linguistics No.25
£49.50 0-262-01137-9 520pp.

Unaccusativity
At the Syntax-Lexical Semantics Interface
BETH LEVIN AND MALKA RAPPAPORT HOVAV
This extended investigation uses the study of unaccusativity to
contribute significantly to the development of a theory of lexical semantic
representation and to the elucidation of the mapping from lexical
semantics to syntax.
Linguistic Inquiry Monograph No.26
£35.95 0-262-12185-9 cloth 350pp.
£17.95 0-262-62094-4 paper 350pp.

The Antisymmetry of Syntax
RICHARD S. KAYNE
It is standardly assumed that Universal Grammar allows a given
hierarchical representation to be associated with more than one linear
order. Richard Kayne proposes a restrictive theory of word order and
phrase structure that denies this assumption and states that phrase
structure always completely determines linear order.
Linguistic Inquiry Monograph No.25
£32.95 0-262-11194-2 doth 213pp.
£15.95 0-262-61107-4 paper

Zero Syntax
Experiencers and Cascades
DAVID PESETSKY
An important contribution to the understanding of Universal Grammar.
The overriding theme is the notion that the availability and syntactic
positioning of arguments is not a matter of chance but arises from laws
governing both the structure of lexical entries and the syntactic structures
themselves. Current Studies in Linguistics No.27
£35.95 0-262-16145-1 369pp.

THE MIT PRESS
Fitzroy House, 11 Chenies Street
London WC1E7ET
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N O T E S FOR C O N T R I B U T O R S 

Editorial address Professor Ian Roberts and Dr Robert D. Borsley, The Editors, 
Linguistics Department, School of English and Linguistics, University of Wales, Bangor, 
Gwynedd 1x57 2 D C , UK. (IR: elsoi i@bangor.ac.uk RDB: els0o3@bangor.ac.uk). 
Address for books for rev i ew and book r e v i e w s Dr Maggie Tallerman, Review 
Editor, Department of Linguistics and English Language, University of Durham, Elvet 
Riverside, Durham D H I 3JT, UK. (maggie.tallerman@durham.ac.uk). 
Pol i cy The Journal of Linguistics is concerned with all branches of linguistics (including 
phonetics). Preference is given to articles which make a substantial contribution to 
theoretical linguistics. Contributions are welcomed from linguists in all countries, and 
not merely from members of the Linguistics Association of Great Britain. The normal 
language of publication is English. 
Preparation of manuscr ipts Contributors should submit three copies of their 
manuscript. Submitted papers will normally be read by two referees. The name(s) of the 
author(s) should not appear on the paper itself and, as far as possible, the author(s) 
should not be identifiable from the references in the text or the acknowledgements. 
Details of name(s), affiliation(s) and full postal and e-mail address(es) ^should be 
submitted on a separate sheet. Fax and telephone numbers should also be included. 

The manuscript of an article should be accompanied by an abstract of about 100 words 
summarising the content. The abstract will appear in the published version of a paper. 

Manuscripts should be submitted on A4 paper (US i r x 8 j " ) with margins of at least 
4cm ( l l r ) on all four sides of each sheet. They may be single-spaced and/or double-sided, 
if desired: However, the manuscripts of the final version of papers accepted for 
publication must be double-spaced and single-sided, with the type no smaller than 12 
points (12pt) throughout the manuscript. One copy of the final version should be 
submitted. 

The full set of notes for contributors is published in every second issue of each 
volume. A copy is also available from the Editorial Assistant, Ewa Jaworska, e-mail: 
elso20@bangor.ac.uk (postal address as for the Editors, see above). 
Proofs First proofs only of articles, notes and discussion, review articles and book 
reviews, but not shorter notices, will be sent with the edited manuscript to the (first-
named) author, who will be expected to correct them and return them to the Editors, 
within three days of receipt. 
Offprints 50 offprints will be supplied free of charge to authors of articles, notes and 
discussion and review articles. 25 offprints will be supplied free of charge to authors of 
book reviews and shorter notices. Further offprints may be purchased if they are ordered 
at proof stage. 

THE L I N G U I S T I C S A S S O C I A T I O N OF G R E A T B R I T A I N 
The Linguistics Association of Great Britain was founded in 1959 to promote the study 
of linguistics and to provide for its members both a forum for discussion and facilities for 
cooperation in furtherance of their interest in linguistics. The Association holds annual 
spring and autumn meetings, at which original papers are presented in plenary sessions 
and in workshops devoted to special interests. 

Persons interested in linguistics are eligible for election as members, subject to the 
approval of the Committee. Subscribing members may receive the Journal 0} Linguistics 
at a substantial discount. Application forms for membership may be obtained from the 
Membership Secretary, address as below. 

L AG B C O M M I T T E E M E M B E R S 

President: Professor Greville Corbett, Linguistic Studies, University of Surrey, 
Guildford, Surrey Gl'2 5XH, UK. (g.corbett@surrey.ac.uk) 

Hon Secretary: Dr Nigel Fabb, Department of English Studies, University of 
Strathclyde, Livingstone Tower, 26 Richmond Street, Glasgow i;i I X H , UK. 
(chcs@vaxa.strath.ac.uk) 

Membership Secretary: Dr Kersti Borjars, Department of Linguistics, University of 
Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK. (k.e.borjars@manchester.ac.uk) 

Meetings Secretary: Dr Billy Clark, Communication Studies, Middlesex University, 
Trent Park, Bramley Road, London N 1 4 4XS, UK. (billyi@indx.ac.uk) 

Treasurer: Dr Andrew Spencer, Department of Language and Linguistics, University of 
Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK. (spena@essex.ac.uk) 

Assistant Secretary: Dr April McMahon, Department of Linguistics, University of 
Cambridge, Sidgwick Avenue, Cambridge CB3 QDQ , UK. (animi i@phx.cam.ac.uk) 

British Linguistic Newsletter Editor: Dr Siew-Yue Killingley, Grevatt & Grevatt, 
9 Rectory Drive, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NF.3 I X T , UK. 
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C O N T E N T S 

ARTICLES 
C Chapman: Perceptual salience and analogical change: evidence from 

vowel lengthening in modern Swiss German dialects 
VV. D. Davies: Javanese adversatives. passive and Mapping Theory 
M. Groefsema: Can. may. must and should: A Relevance theoretic 

account 
E. HaeberK & L. Haegeman: Clause structure in Old English: 

evidence from Negative Concord 
J. van Kuppevelt: Discourse structure, topicality and questioning 

N O U S A N D D I S C I S S I O N 

A. Manaster Ramer & B. J. Bicknell: Logic and philology: 
incommensurability of descriptions of one-vowel systems 

R E V I E W S 

M. Bittner: Case, scope, and binding (Murasugi) 
S. Kuno & K.-I. Takami: Grammar and discourse principles: Functional 

Syntax and GB Theory (Levine) 
D. Slobin (ed.): The crosslinguistic study of language acquisition, vol. 3 

(Vainikka) 
H. J. Verkuyl: A theory oj aspectualily: the interaction between 

temporal and atcmporal.structure (Frawley) 

S H O R T E R N O T I C E S 

R. Cann: Formal semantics: and introduction (McClure) 
E. V. Clark: The lexicon in acquisition (Stevenson) 
P. J. Hopper & E. Closs Traugott: Grammaticalization (Bavin) 
R. Lass: Old English: a historical linguistic companion (Traugott) 
M. McGee Wood: Calegorial grammars (Steele) 
J. Rubach: The lexical phonology of Slovak (Spencer) 
D. Schiffrin: Approaches to discourse (Thornborrow) 
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